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THEME: IDENTITIES 
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SHABBAT – SECTION 1A 

WELCOME THE SHABBAT #1 

B’rukhim habaim. Welcome.  Shabbat Shalom.  May this Sabbath be a time of peace and 

rejuvenation. We gather on this Shabbat as a community of believers. We believe that Judaism is 

the entire experience of the Jewish people. We believe in the value of celebrating Jewish culture 

and identity. We believe that all those who choose to celebrate with us are part of our 

community. We believe that being together strengthens and enhances our Humanistic Jewish 

experience.  

This is a time of transition. We move from our everyday week to the experience of Shabbat. We 

turn from the concerns of the outside world and become quiet and peaceful. We, at this moment, 

in this time, create a community of Humanistic Jewish believers. Let us pause and take note as 

we begin the journey of this Shabbat. 

Rabbi Miriam Jerris 

THE SEVENTH DAY #2 

 

Six days we speak, 

 Tonight we listen. 

Six days we build, 

 Tonight we rest. 

Six days we take care of others, 

 Tonight we nurture ourselves. 

Six days we work to change the world, 

 Tonight we are renewed by what is eternal. 

Six days we plan for the future, 

 Tonight we are enveloped in the present. 

Six days we eat and drink in haste, 

 Tonight we savor the taste of bread and wine 

  and feel the bond to the world that feeds us. 

Six days we teach, 

 Tonight we learn. 

Six days we hear the clamor, 

 Tonight we embrace the silence. 

Six days we struggle to expand our influence, 

 Tonight we surrender to the here and now. 

Six days we focus our vision at the task at hand. 

 Tonight we look beyond what we can see. 
 

SHABBAT SHALOM   MOlw tBw 
Rabbi Robert Barr, adapted by Rabbi Miriam Jerris 
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WELCOMING THE SHABBAT #3 

Let us now make this new Shabbat. 

After noise, we seek quiet; 

After crowds of indifferent strangers, 

We seek to touch those we love; 

After concentration on work and responsibility, 

We seek freedom to meditate, 

to listen to our inward selves. 

We open our eyes to the hidden beauties 

and the infinite possibilities 

in the world we are creating; 

We break open the gates of the reservoirs 

of goodness and kindness in ourselves and in others; 

We reach toward one perfect moment of Shabbat. 
Ruth Brin, adapted Rabbi Falick 

 

 

WELCOME #4 

We welcome Shabbat as a gift from our ancestors.  We are grateful for the peace that it signifies 

and for those with whom we share it. 

 Today, as we observe Shabbat together, may the joy of the day gladden our hearts and may 

its peace quiet our spirits. 

 

We yearn to be closer to one another with laughter and soft words, with shared concerns and 

mutual respect. 

 With family bonds that are strong and enduring, warmed by our connection to our   

community, adorned by tradition, based on truth and reason.  

 

Let the possibilities of this moment not be lost.  Let every potential for wisdom, harmony and 

inspiration be realized.  This is a time to express the best in us and all that we can share. 

 A time for peace, for contemplation, for introspection, for understanding and for hope, for 

learning about the goodness of life, for reaffirming our faith in our beliefs. 

 

May we all be blessed with life and love, joy and happiness, companionship, community, and 

peace. 

May our Sabbath feeling accompany us throughout the week. Let us recall these special feelings 

on each Shabbat yet to come. 

 
Adapted from Rabbi Sidney Greenberg 
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WELCOME SHABBAT #5 

 

Tonight we cross the threshold of this room to enter a place free from the demands of our 

everyday lives. Tonight we step away from our daily routines in an attempt to gain perspective 

on where we have been and where we are going. 

 

At other times, in other places, we may feel fragile and alone. Yet here we join together to find 

strength, to build community, as we look with wonder at the universe and seek our place within 

its vastness. 

 

To this place we come to lengthen our perspective. 

To this place we come to question and explore. 

 

In this place we awaken our imaginations. 

In this place we draw strength as we allow ourselves to dream. 

 

Together we share the challenge of an ever-changing world; a world often beyond our control. 

Together we seek to find meaning, calm our anxieties, understand our purpose. 

 

Together we share the burden and blessing of responsibility. Together we are a community. 

Tonight we join together in that bond of community 

as we celebrate Shabbat. 
Congregation Beth Adam, Cincinnati, adapted 
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MEANING OF SHABBAT – SECTION 1B 

 
A SHABBAT MEMORY #1 

The white lace curtains billow 

In the summer breeze 

The window is open 

The dusk is over 

And the light of the two candles makes shadows 

On the apartment wall. 

 

How many Shabbats have there been? 

Since the beginning 

Can I count them on my tiny fingers? 

How long ago was Jewish history? 

Abraham was my grandfather 

Binyamin was my father 

My brother Abba is away at war. 

 

It is so quiet on Shabbat 

My mother and I are alone 

The summer air and the calm breeze 

Stir our memories 

I begin to count all the Shabbats 

How many were there in Jewish history? 

My fingers are busy 

I know that when one is over 

There will be a new one next week. 

I am always in the middle of two Shabbats 

Connected and secure. 

 

History is such a long time. 

When do my Shabbats count? 

How many candles will it take? 

For Jews to recall my name 

Can I count them on my bent fingers? 

My candles are reflected 

In the eyes of my warm community. 

 

We meet to share our thoughts 

Our philosophy glows within us 

We touch with meaning and words. 

Songs bring us together in human rhythm. 

It is Shabbat again 

And another will follow 

We are embraced by the pattern of Shabbat. 
 Marilyn Rowens, Madrikha, 2001 
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THE MEANING OF SHABBAT #2 

 

Reader: The Sabbath reminds us that even more important than the right to work is the right not 

to work; that our bodies and minds belong to us, not to others.  It is important to work, but it is 

just as important to have time to rest, to learn about things we are interested in, to play and to 

have fun.  The Sabbath reminds us that we need roses as well as bread, that our families, friends 

and our intellectual and emotional lives have a necessary place in our lives.  The Sabbath is more 

than a reminder that we are free; it is a reminder that we are human.   

 

Reader: Much of our time, we spend apart from one another.  We live in different worlds, with 

our own problems, worries, challenges, and satisfactions.  This Sabbath moment is our time to be 

together, to become a community.  To speak to one another, to think about how we care about 

each other and why we are friends, to share our problems and our achievements. After a week of 

effort, sometimes of strife, often even of deadening routine, Shabbat comes to symbolize the 

renewal of life and the renewal of peace. After a week of personal striving and even of self-

absorption, Shabbat comes to remind us to repair severed ties with the ones we love. On Shabbat 

we draw renewed sustenance from the love of family and friends.  

Reader: On Shabbat we reaffirm and celebrate our Jewish identity. A Jew is someone who 

identifies with the history, culture and future of the Jewish people. Judaism lives through us. We 

give it vitality by studying and learning about our past and present, as we form the future. As we 

affirm our connections to our past, through our ancestors, we affirm the hope for tomorrow, 

through our children. 

Together:  May our time together bring us joy and a renewed sense of commitment to this 

community of Humanistic Jews, the Jewish people and all humanity. 

 Or Hadash Congregation, Birmingham AL 

MEANING OF SHABBAT #3 

 
Life is a wondrous blessing. 

The mind observes with awe and appreciation flows from the heart. 

Life’s joyful bounties are unveiled. 

Such treasures abound in ordinary moments. 

A familiar face, the simplicity of a smile, tender kisses, the warmth and security of a hug… 

Enchanting melodies, the grace of dance  

The coolness of sculpted marble, a remarkable story… 

The complexity of atomic structure, thunder’s reverberation, the shimmering of the rainbow, 

intoxicating rose petals…. 

These moments become opportunities to affirm that which is good. 

On this Shabbat may we find joy and contentment in all things that life has to offer. 

 
Congregation Beth Adam, Cincinnati, adapted Rabbi Jeffrey L Falick 
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SHABBAT SHALOM! #4 

To wish each other “Shabbat Shalom” is to be generous. In a busy week, free time, quiet time, is 

very valuable. The chance to catch our breath, to step back from our work and think about our 

lives from a distance, to spend time in our home with our family: Shabbat offers all of these, and 

more.  Greeting each other with “Shabbat Shalom” is another way of expressing love and 

affection. May we celebrate a peaceful and warm Shabbat together. 

 
Kol Hadash Humanistic Congregation, IL 

 

ORIGINS OF SHABBAT #5 

Long, long ago, for most people life was much harder than it is today. Most people worked all 

the time, from very early in the morning until late at night. Even children worked! 

 

No one ever went on vacations or took time off just to rest. This made life even harder. 

Eventually, people began to realize that life had to be more than just working all the time. They 

figured out new ways to get jobs done a little faster. When they did that, they had a little more 

time to rest, to recover and to build up their strength for later. 

 

Giving people a whole day of rest was one of the greatest ideas of all time. In Jewish culture, that 

day began on Friday evenings and lasted all day Saturday. They called it Shabbat which came 

from the Hebrew root word meaning to cease, to end, and to relax. 

 

Because Shabbat is a time to rest from the work week, it has always been a good time to think 

about important things in life. 

It is a time to look around at our world and to consider our place in the universe. 

 

It is also a time to look deep inside of ourselves and to think about what is really important to us. 

We seek knowledge by which to live and the ability to fill our world with acts of kindness, 

peace and love. 

 
Rabbi Jeffrey Falick 

 

REASON FOR SHABBAT #6 

There are times when we seek things for ourselves and measure failure by what we do not gain. 

When we gather on Shabbat, we seek not to acquire but to share. 

 

There are times when we exploit nature as if it were a horn of plenty that can never be exhausted. 

When we gather on Shabbat, we pause in awe before the majesty of the universe. 

 

There are times when we act as if we cared nothing for others. 

When we gather on Shabbat, we remember that sharing and caring and bringing justice 

and fairness can make our world a better place. 

 

Let us embrace this moment in time when we gather on Shabbat. 

It is a time of rest, of wonder, of peace. 

 
Chaim Stern, Gates of Prayer 
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JEWISH IDENTITY – SECTION 3 (Choose one, two OR three selections) 

 

CHOOSING JUDAISM #1  

 

Jewish identity today is a matter of choice. If once the Jews were called the “chosen people,” 

today we are the “choosing people.” And for a tiny group which barely registers on the world’s 

demographics, there are a surprisingly large number of choices. Whether Jewish by birth or by a 

conscious desire to join our ancient people, we Jews share a thick culture. It is varied enough that 

we do not all experience our Jewishness in the same way. Some see their Jewish identity as a 

matter of religious affiliation. Others feel most Jewish when they experience our culture’s humor 

or food. Many believe that the Jewish experience is responsible for their ethical concerns, their 

intellectual curiosity or their commitments to work for justice and equality. For yet others the 

benefits of being Jewish lie in the sense of community it provides. Anyone who cares about 

Jewish life wants to see it flourish. An ethical life requires us to respect the choices of others. A 

Jewish future requires us to provide choices that Jews can respect. 

 
Rabbi Jeffrey L Falick 

 

JEWISH HERITAGE #2 

I am a child of wanderers in the desert, herders of sheep, seekers of water. 

I am a child of slaves, toilers in the baking sun, builders of monuments to the mighty. 

I am a child of warriors, defenders of their people, cruel victors over others. 

I am a child of prophets, speakers of truth or power, hard fanatics of a jealous god. 

I am a child of seekers after truth, scholars of ancient texts, mystics and dreamers. 

I am a child of farmers and vintners, glassblowers, goldsmiths, bookbinders and tailors. 

I am a child of poets and singers, laughing and hungering for wisdom and light. 

I am a child of victims and martyrs.  I am a child of those who fought back. 

I am a child of hassidim, open to the mystery of the cosmos. 

I am a child of the enlightenment, discovering the secrets of the universe. 

I am a child of the Jewish People, heir to its riches, owner of its treasures. 
 

Rabbi Judith Seid 

Community 

I am a child of the Jewish People, heir to its riches, owner of its treasures. 

 

JEWISH HISTORY #3 

According to the historical view of Judaism, Jewish people are Jewish not by virtue of their 

beliefs, values, or commitments, but by virtue of their presence within Jewish history.  They may 

be born into it or they may choose to participate in it.  In either case, Jewishness is not a religious 

or ideological identity.  Nor is it a national, racial, or cultural identity.  It is an historical identity. 

 

From the standpoint of this understanding of Judaism, "our Jewish heritage" is the totality of the 

Jewish experience.  It includes whatever meaning and wisdom the experience reveals.  That is, 

each of us much examine that experience and decide what, if anything, it means; what values, if 

any, it demonstrates; what beliefs, if any, it documents.  Each of us decides what the significance 
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of Judaism is.  There is no official, objectively true meaning; any more than the experience of an 

individual person can be said to have this rather than that meaning. 

 

Judaism includes authoritarians and libertarians, priests and prophets, socialists and capitalists, 

rationalists and mystics, Zionists and anti-Zionists, theists and humanists.  None is more 

"authentic" and more "Jewish" than another.  All are equally present in the Jewish experience.  

And so is each of us. 

 

This historical view reveals Judaism as an emancipatory experience, inasmuch as it frees 

individuals from all prior doctrine, from inherited doctrine, from authoritarian structures – to be 

themselves. 

 

We are most true to "our Jewish heritage" when we are most true to ourselves. 

 
Rabbi Daniel Friedman 

 

 

TO BE JEWISH #4 

 
Bible is Judaism, Talmud is Judaism, everyday life is Judaism, Jewish history is Judaism, Jewish 

poetry is Judaism, Jewish customs are Judaism, Jewish food is Judaism, Jewish jokes are 

Judaism; just as religion is Judaism. But you cannot argue that Judaism equals the religious 

beliefs of Jews; first, because these beliefs were and are different, even mutually contradictory; 

and second, because religion was and is just one aspect of Jewish existence; today, for many 

Jews, it is not even that. Judaism, then, is everything that the Jewish people in their very long 

history have produced. Judaism is Jewish civilization, Judaism is Jewish culture. 
 

Professor Yehuda Bauer, Israeli, Holocaust Scholar 

 

BEING A SECULAR JEW #5 

 

The modern invention of secular Jewishness reveals the power of Jewish civilization. Even when 

many Jews let slip its most central - and sacred - theological tenet, they continued to claim their 

right to a Judaism of their own. The notion that one can be a secular Jew is relatively new.  

Traditionally, almost every Jewish ritual or behavior was bound up in the idea that being Jewish 

reflected a special relationship with God. Secular Jews challenged that principle. Being Jewish, 

they said, evidenced a special relationship with their culture. For some, secular Jewish identity 

manifested itself in nationalism. Whether they belonged to the Yiddishist Bundists or the Hebraic 

Zionists, being Jewish meant being part of a nation. Secularism also encouraged Jews to immerse 

themselves in Jewish history, literature, music, drama, dance, language, humor and food. In 

every human endeavor they sought a Jewish twist. One great man even re-cast Judaism’s 

religious heritage in a secular mold. He called it Secular Humanistic Judaism. 
Rabbi Jeffrey L Falick 
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THE JEWS #6 
 

The Jews are like photos in a display window, 

All of them together, short and tall, alive and dead, 

Brides and grooms, bar mitzvah boys and babies. 

Some are restored from old yellowed photographs. 

Sometimes people come and break the window. 

And burn the pictures.  And then they start 

Photographing and developing all over again 

And displaying them again, sad and smiling.     

 

Rembrandt painted them wearing Turkish 

Turbans with beautiful burnished gold. 

Chagall painted them hovering in the air, 

And I pain them like my father and my mother.    

The Jews are an eternal forest preserve 

Where the trees stand dense, and even the dead 

Cannot lie down.  They stand upright, leaning on the living, 

And you cannot tell them apart.  Just that fire 

Burns the dead faster. 

 

And about God? God lingered 

Like the scent of a beautiful woman who once 

Faced them in passing and they didn’t see her face, 

Only her fragrance remained, kinds of perfumes, 

Blessed be the Creator of kinds of perfumes. 

 

A Jewish man remembers the sukkah in his grandfather’s home. 

And the sukkah remembers for him 

The wandering in the desert that remembers 

The grace of youth and the Tablets of the Ten Commandments 

And the gold of the Golden Calf and the thirst and the hunger 

That remember Egypt. 

 

And what about God?  According to the settlement 

Of divorce from the Garden of Eden and from the Temple. 

God sees his children only once 

A year, on Yom Kippur. 

 

 

The Jews are not a historical people 

And not even an archaeological people, the Jews 

Are a geological people with rifts 

And collapses and strata and fiery lava. 

Their history must be measured  

On a different scale. 
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The Jews are buffed by suffering and polished by torments 

Like pebbles on the seashore. 

The Jews are distinguished only in their death 

As pebbles among other stones: 

 

When the mighty hand flings them, 

They skip two times, or three, 

On the surface of the water before they drown. 

           

Some time ago, I met a beautiful woman 

Whose grandfather performed circumcision 

Long before she was born.  I told her, 

You don’t know me and I don’t know you. 

But we are in the Jewish people, 

Your dead grandfather and I the circumcised and you the beautiful granddaughter 

With golden hair: we are the Jewish people. 

 

And what about God?  Once we sang 

“There is no God like ours,” now we sing, “There is no God of ours” 

But we sing.  We still sing.  
 

Yehuda Amichai, Israeli Poet 

 

ELEMENTS OF JEWISH IDENTITY #7 

 

When asked about the essentials of Jewish identity, a preponderance of Jews ranked 

remembering the Holocaust at the very top. At first glance this is surprising. Why would the 

darkest moment in modern Jewish history top the list of Jewish fundamentals? We should not be 

terribly shocked. Jews have always valued memory and strived to preserve their story. Jews 

also know that their history is replete with dark moments. So when they say that remembering 

the Holocaust is an essential Jewish act, they acknowledge the reality that it has not always been 

easy to be a Jew. 

 

That Jews have suffered for it and still managed to survive. And to thrive. When they say that 

remembering the Holocaust is an essential Jewish act, they are expressing their happiness that 

Am Yisrael - the People of Israel - lives. 
Rabbi Jeffrey L Falick 

 

PEOPLEHOOD #8 

We did not begin as a religious denomination. We began as a nation. We began as a collection of 

families, clans, and tribes. We began as an ethnic group, with our own language, on our own 

territory.  
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We became a dispersed nation. We left our land. We traveled the surface of our globe. We lived 

among many nations. We learned many languages. We changed into a world people. We became 

citizens of many states. We recovered our homeland. It became our new center. 

Each of us is part of an extended family. Family is no trivial connection. It is our first 

connection. It gives us life and identity. 

Rabbi Sherwin Wine 

THE JEWISH EXPERIENCE #9 

The Jewish experience has been one of celebration and suffering, of tragedy and triumph. From 

their experience, the Jews have learned to laugh, and to cry, and to hope. The source of their 

hope is the strength that they give one another. Their strength is the courage to change what they 

have received from the past in every generation to face new challenges. The Jewish people is an 

ancient people of many lands. Dispersed among different cultures, learning new languages, the 

Jewish people met other peoples. Today Jewish allegiance is not only to Jews around the world, 

but also to fellow citizens in their native lands. The Jews are a family, and their national 

neighbors are their friends. 

 

When Humanistic Jews celebrate their heritage, they connect with their tradition on their own 

terms. They sing melodies of their past with words they believe. They affirm the importance of 

human power and human ingenuity to make the world a better place. And they joyfully welcome 

all who celebrate with them. 

 
Rabbi Adam Chalom 

REFLECTIONS ON BEING JEWISH #10 

I close my eyes and I can see my grandmother, young and beautiful standing before the shabbes 

candles with a lace napkin on her head.  Silently, she lights the candles, circles her hands toward 

her three times, mouths the prayer without speaking out loud, and greets the Sabbath. 

I am a young teen at summer camp in Northern Ontario.  It is Friday evening – Shabbat.  I am 

dressed all in white.  I am sitting in an amphitheater with my friends looking out onto the lake.  

A warm breeze is blowing.  The sun is setting, and I still feel its warmth on my body.  The air 

smells clean and fresh.  The birds are chirping.  I am singing a Hebrew song. 

I walk into our home as a young girl. The smell of my mother's chicken soup is everywhere.  

This smell signifies the coming of a Jewish holiday, a time for family, being Jewish, and good 

eating – the best chicken soup in the world. 

I am standing on the bimah of my Reform Temple and am reading from the Torah.  I see the 

faces of my family and friends.  They are smiling.  I look at my zayde who is an Orthodox Jew.  

He has agreed to attend my Bat Mitzvah.  The look on his face shows me that what I am doing is 

good. These memories elicit positive and strong feelings of pride and pleasure in being Jewish.   

Rabbi Miriam Jerris 
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 MEMORIAL – SECTION 3A 

 

HUMANIST KADDISH – MEMORIAL #1 

Nitgadal v'nitkadash b'ruach ha'adam. 

Md!xAhA HaUrB4 wdaqat4n9v4 ldagat4n9 
 

Let us enhance and exalt ourselves in the spirit of humanity. 

Let us acclaim the preciousness of life. 

Let us show gratitude for life by approaching it with reverence. 

Let us embrace the whole world, even as we wrestle with its parts. 

Let us, each in our own way, take up our share in serving the world and seeking truth. 

May our commitment to life help us to strengthen healing of spirit and peace of mind. 

May healing and peace permeate and comfort all of Israel and all those who dwell on earth. 

And let us say, Ken y’hi...May it be so. 

 
Jon Dickman and Congregation Kol Shalom, inspired by Rabbi Rami Shapiro,  

Blessing by Rabbi Jeffrey Falick 

 

MEMORIAL – DEATH CANNOT TAKE – MEMORIAL #2 

 

Death cannot take 

That which is locked 

In our hearts. 

 

With our tears 

In our sorrow 

We remember. 

 

With our courage 

And our strength 

We do not forget. 

 

 

Acts of kindness 

Deeds of courage 

Will remain. 

 

Beauty created 

Wisdom shared 

Is not lost. 

 

With our tears 

In our sorrow 

We remember.

 

With our tears, in our sorrow, we remember. 

 
Rabbi Robert Barr and Congregation Beth Adam, Cincinnati, Ohio 
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WE REMEMBER THEM #3 

 

In the rising of the sun and in its going down,  

 We remember them. 

 

In the blowing of the wind and in the chill of winter, 

In the opening of the buds and in the rebirth of spring, 

In the blueness of the skies and in the warmth of summer, 

In the rustling of the leaves and in the beauty of autumn, 

 We remember them. 

 

In the beginning of the year and when it ends,  

 We remember them 

 

When we are weary and in need of strength 

When we are lost and sick at heart 

When we have joys we yearn to share 

 We remember them. 

 

When we have decisions that are difficult to make 

When we have achievements that are based on theirs,  

We remember them. 

 

As long as we live, they too shall live;  

for they are a part of us now as we remember them. 

 
Rabbis Jack Riemer and Sylvan Kamens 

 

THE PEACE OF WILD THINGS – MEMORIAL #4 

 

When despair for the world grows in me 

and I wake in the night at the least sound 

in fear of what my life and my children's lives may be, 

I go and lie down where the wood drake rests 

in his beauty on the water, and the great heron feeds. 

 

I come into the peace of wild things  

who do not tax their lives with forethought of grief.   

I come into the presence of still water. 

 

And I feel above me the day-blind stars waiting with their light.   

For a time I rest in the grace of the world, and am free. 

 

Wendell Berry 
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REMEMBRANCE OF THE BEGINNINGS OF THINGS – MEMORIAL #5 

 

We shall remember the wheat stalk in the greenness of her youth, 

The time she stood erect with head to heaven, 

Thin was her blade but straight and proud. 

And now bent is her head to the ground, 

For heavy is the gold of her ripeness, 

The crown of her full pregnancy. 

Beautiful are her seasons. 

We shall remember the tree in the middle of his spring: 

His blossoms were white and pink, 

Trembling sunbeams glimmered in him on the branch 

And the sweet resin dropped to earth 

Like the bride’s tears on the day of her heart’s joy. 

Now he stands in the abundance of his apples 

Carrying his beautiful burden motionless 

Knowing the spring of things to come. 

 

We shall surely remember these things 

In the change of the year’s circuit and in the passage of day and night, 

How the moon was fragile 

And very full, then round and died, 

Yet its youth would be renewed. 

 

We shall surely remember the beginning of our love 

When she was tremulous as a fawn, 

A beautiful doe lowering her eyes, 

And there she has become full grown 

With her open face 

And her deep voice. 

Beautiful are her seasons. 

 
Leah Goldberg 

 

TO ADD TO ANY MEMORIAL POEM (#2, 3, 4 OR 5) 

 

Zaykher tsadeekeem leev’rakha.  hkAr!b;li Myq9d9ca rk,z2 

The memory of good people blesses us. 

Proverbs 10:7, adapted 
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CLOSING – SECTION 3B 

 
BLESSINGS OF SHABBAT – CONCLUSION #1 

 

May we know blessings those who are near. 

May we know blessings those who are far. 

May Shabbat bring its goodness 

to everyone soon, wherever they are. 

 

May we know blessings through the day. 

May we know blessing through the night. 

May health be for us and our loved ones 

and all things soon be right. 

 

May we know blessings in our comings. 

May we know blessings when we depart. 

May we live each day  

with peace and wisdom in our heart. 
Congregation Beth Adam, Cincinnati, adapted 

 

 

CONCLUSION #2 

 

We seek the vision to realize these aims: 

Where there are ignorance and superstition, 

Let there be enlightenment and knowledge. 

 

Where there are prejudice and hatred, 

Let there be acceptance and love. 

 

Where there are fear and suspicion, 

Let there be confidence and trust. 

 

Where there are tyranny and oppression, 

Let there be freedom and justice. 

Where there are poverty and disease, 

Let there be prosperity and health. 

 

Where there are strife and discord, 

Let there be harmony and peace. 
 

Chaim Stern and John Rayner, adapted by JLF 
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KLAL YISRAEL – CONCLUSION #3 

 

It is almost impossible to contemplate a single idea that is cherished by almost every Jew. But 

there is one that may qualify. In Hebrew it is called K’lal Yisrael, which translates roughly as 

“the value of honoring the Jewish collective.” It is the kind of idea that could only develop in a 

community that struggles to connect its various parts; to retain a !sense of shared identity. 

 

Understood in the most decent way, honoring the merit of K’lal Yisrael requires Jews to 

demonstrate radical tolerance for each other’s beliefs and practices. It demands that we recognize 

that Jewish pluralism is the bedrock of Jewish peoplehood. 

 

Some Jews cynically brandish the value of K’lal Yisrael like a cudgel, attacking those who see 

their Jewishness in different ways. Those who wield it in this way insist that others abide by their 

doctrines. They aspire to impose an untenable “unity.” 

 

Applied with tolerance and respect, K’lal Yisrael is a value that can help bring peace to the 

Jewish people. It challenges us to reflect upon the rewards of inclusivity and to take part in the 

millennia-old dialogue about what it means to be a Jew. 
Rabbi Jeffrey L Falick 

 

 

WE ARE THE CUSTODIANS OF LIFE’S MEANING – CONCLUSION #4 

 

We long to be here for a purpose even though – despite much self-deception - none is evident. 

The significance of our lives and our fragile planet is determined only by our own wisdom and 

courage. We are the custodians of life's meaning. We long for a parent to care for us, to forgive 

us our errors, to save us from our childish mistakes. But knowledge is better than ignorance.  

Better by far to embrace the hard truth than a reassuring faith. 

 

Modern science has been a voyage into the unknown with a lesson in humility waiting at every 

stop. Our commonsense intuitions can be mistaken, our preferences do not count. We do not live 

in a privileged reference frame. If we crave some cosmic purpose, then let us find a worthy goal. 
 

Carl Sagan 

 

PEACE IN THE WORLD – CONCLUSION #5 

 

If there is to be peace in the world, 

There must be peace in the nations. 

If there is to be peace in the nations, 

There must be peace in the cities. 

If there is to be peace in the cities, 

There must be peace between neighbors. 

If there is to be peace between neighbors, 

There must be peace in the home. 

If there is to be peace in the home, 

There must be peace in the heart. 
Lao Tse 
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REJOICING IN DISCOVERY – CONCLUSION #6 

 

After sleeping through a hundred million centuries we have finally opened our eyes on a 

sumptuous planet, sparkling with color, bountiful with life. Within decades we must close our 

eyes again. Isn’t it a noble, and enlightened way of spending our brief time in the sun, to work at 

understanding the universe and how we have come to wake up in it? …Isn’t it sad to go to your 

grave without ever wondering why you were born? Who, with such a thought, would not spring 

from bed, eager to resume discovering and rejoicing to be part of it? 
Richard Dawkins 

 

MERGER – CONCLUSION #7 

 

And then all that has divided us will merge  

And then compassion will be wedded to power  

And then softness will come to a world that is harsh and unkind  

And then both men and women will be gentle  

And then both women and men will be strong  

And then no person will be subject to another's will  

And then all will be rich and free and varied  

And then the greed of some will give way to the needs of many  

And then all will share equally in the Earth's abundance  

And then all will care for the sick and the weak and the old  

And then all will nourish the young  

And then all will cherish life's creatures  

And then all will live in harmony with one another and the Earth  

And then everywhere will be called Eden once again.  

Judy Chicago 
 


